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Kerala well considered by its striking nickname as Godâ€™s own country is the sole tropical natural
paradise never to be found elsewhere in the parts of the world. This picturesque destination has a
significant characteristic character of peace and tranquility in amazing scenery. It is a state wedged
in between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea entice with the beauty of flora and fauna. Kerala
is one of the top sought out tourist destination fan by every nature lovers.  

The state has lots of things to explore its picturesque blissful topography, landscapes and hill
estates all for tourist to mesmerize in it. But among them the backwater is one of the unique
attractions gifted by nature for the humanity to experience the serenity of God and nature. This
backwater is the most attractive sites of Kerala where their fans relish their dream ecstasy. This
particular site renders immense of help and possibilities for the people since time immemorial and is
one of the top attractive tourist hot spots. Houseboats Kerala is one of the beautiful and alluring
boats meant for its exploration and excitements.

The top listed houseboats persuading tourist destinations in Kerala as follows:

Kumarakom

It is one of the oldest fishing village entice with gorgeous coconut groves dotted with palm fringes. It
is often known as the rice bowl of Kerala for its awesome picturesque characteristic nature of the
lovely backwater village. This beautiful backwater has become quite attracted to most of the tourist
visitors for its captivating little cozy houseboats that are floating on its glittering backwaters.
kumarakom Houseboats are the best means to explore this traditional incredible land of Kerala. The
reflection of the waving crooked palm trees of the backwater creates a dream vision for every nature
lovers to experience the peace and tranquility of nature. It is a perfect site for relaxation and leisure
tour cruise on the emerald glittering backwaters and its marvels.

Alleppey

It is a prominent tourist destination of Kerala also known as Alappuzha is a popular tourist
fascinating site set on the amazing backwater backdrop. This particular site is mostly attracted by
most of the tourist for its boat races, houseboats, coir products, fishing enjoyments and capturing
beauty of the lake draws thousand and millions of tourist attention almost every year. The first
tourist were the traders who came from across the seven seas for black gold but are being stunned
by its attractive nature and called it as the Venice of the east which has become a common
nickname and are well known all over the world. Alleppey houseboats are quite popular and sought
after by many tourists all over the world. Its cruise is one of the most interesting and exhilarating
tour cruises and is noted for its longest cruise experience possible.

Kerala houseboat packages are offered to you especially for backwater explorations and
excitements. Its cruise provides complete holiday relaxation with its incredible benchmarked
facilities. Different types of houseboats are facilitated for different purpose according to your
relevant sites and interest you can book them and linger to make unforgettable memories in it. 
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Rama Shankar Diwakar - About Author:
Rama Shankar is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tours related topics. He has authored
many books on a Kerala houseboat packages and a Houseboats kerala. Find more information at a
http://www.houseboats-kerala.org/.
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